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Abstract

Recent progress towards designing models that can gen-
eralize to unseen domains (i.e domain generalization) or
unseen classes (i.e zero-shot learning) has embarked inter-
est towards building models that can tackle both domain-
shift and semantic shift simultaneously (i.e zero-shot do-
main generalization). For models to generalize to un-
seen classes in unseen domains, it is crucial to learn
feature representation that preserves class-level (domain-
invariant) as well as domain-specific information. Moti-
vated from the success of generative zero-shot approaches,
we propose a feature generative framework integrated
with a COntext COnditional Adaptive (COCOA) Batch-
Normalization layer to seamlessly integrate class-level se-
mantic and domain-specific information. The generated vi-
sual features better capture the underlying data distribution
enabling us to generalize to unseen classes and domains at
test-time. We thoroughly evaluate our approach on estab-
lished large-scale benchmarks – DomainNet, DomainNet-
LS (Limited Sources) – as well as a new CUB-Corruptions
benchmark, and demonstrate promising performance over
baselines and state-of-the-art methods. We show detailed
ablations and analysis to verify that our proposed approach
indeed allows us to generate better quality visual features
relevant for zero-shot domain generalization.

1. Introduction
The dependence of deep learning models on large

amounts of data and supervision creates a bottleneck and
hinders their utilization in practical scenarios. This is a
major problem in computer vision, where it is difficult to
acquire large amounts of labeled data due to practical fea-
sibility constraints or high annotation costs. There is thus
a need to equip deep learning models with the ability to
generalize to unseen tasks or classes at test-time using data
from other related tasks or classes (where data is abundant)

*Equal Contribution

Figure 1. Overview of our approach. Shapes represent different domains
and colors represent different classes. (Top) We show the zero-shot do-
main generalization problem setting in which we train on seen classes from
source domains and model has to recognize unseen classes in unseen do-
mains at test-time. (Bottom) Encoding semantic and domain context us-
ing COntext COnditional Adaptive (COCOA) Batch-Normalization layer
helps to instill semantic and domain information into generated features.
By jointly fusing both semantic and domain context, our method achieve
best generalization to unseen classes in unseen domains at test-time.

[21, 32, 54, 52, 33, 34, 39, 11, 38]. Two main scenarios
where this problem is most prevalent are: (1) when exten-
sive labeled data is present in some related domains but not
in the target domain of interest (i.e domain shift); or (2)
there is data available for few classes but not all classes of
interest (i.e semantic shift).

Domain shift challenges occur when the collection
of data in the target domain or of all possible back-
grounds/views of the depiction of objects is infeasible or
tedious [25, 43, 15]. Semantic shift challenges occur when
there are rare objects or long-tailed distributions which fre-
quently occur in real-world scenarios [35]. There has been
great interest and corresponding efforts in recent years to-
wards tackling domain shift and semantic shift separately.
However, applications in the real world do not guarantee
that only one of them will occur – there is a need to make
systems robust to the domain and semantic shifts simultane-
ously. The problem of tackling domain shift and semantic
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shift, as considered herein, together can be grouped as the
Zero-Shot Domain Generalization (which we call ZSLDG)
problem setting [27, 28]. In ZSLDG, the model has access
to a set of seen classes from multiple source domains and
has to generalize to unseen classes in unseen target domains
at test time. Note that this problem of recognizing unseen
classes in unseen domains (ZSLDG) is much more chal-
lenging than tackling zero-shot learning (ZSL) or domain
generalization (DG) separately [27] and growingly relevant
as deep learning models get reused across tasks.

Feature generation methods [52, 36, 42, 30] have re-
cently shown significant promise in traditional zero-shot or
few-shot learning settings and are among the state-of-the-
art today for such problems. However, these approaches
assume that the source domains (during training) and the
target domain (during testing) are the same and thus aim
to generate features that only address semantic shift. They
rely on the assumption that the visual-semantic relationship
learned during training will generalize to unseen classes at
test-time. However, there is no guarantee that this holds for
images in domains unseen during training [27]. Thus, when
used for addressing ZSLDG, the aforementioned methods
lead to suboptimal performance. To tackle domain shift at
test-time, it is important to generate feature representations
that encode both domain-invariant and domain-specific in-
formation at a class level [10, 44]. Thus we conjecture that
generating features that are consistent with only class-level
semantics is not sufficient for addressing ZSLDG. However,
encoding domain-specific information along with class in-
formation in generated features is not straightforward [27].

Drawing inspiration from these observations, we pro-
pose a unified generative framework that uses COntext
COnditional Adaptive (COCOA) Batch-Normalization to
seamlessly integrate semantic and domain information to
generate visual features of unseen classes in unseen do-
mains. Depending on the setting, “context” can qualify as
domain (for Domain Generalization), semantics (for Zero-
Shot Learning), or both (in case of Zero-Shot Domain
Generalization). Since this work primarily deals with the
ZSLDG setting, ’context’ in this work refers to both domain
and semantic information (unless specified explicitly). Fig-
ure 1 provides an overall view of our framework and setting.
Our key contributions are as follows:
• We devise a new feature generative framework integrated

with COntext COnditional Adaptive (COCOA) batch nor-
malization to encode both semantic and domain informa-
tion for recognizing unseen classes in unseen domains.

• In addition, we use different regularization techniques to
regulate the presence of semantic and domain information
in generated features in order to achieve better generaliza-
tion at test-time.

• We perform comprehensive experiments on standard
benchmarks: DomainNet and DomainNet-LS (Limited

Sources). Further, we introduce another fine-grained
ZSLDG benchmark, CUB-Corruptions, that incorporates
domain-shifts encountered in practical real-world scenar-
ios. We demonstrate that our proposed methodology pro-
vides state-of-the-art performance for the ZSLDG setting
on both established and proposed benchmarks.

• We perform extensive analysis to characterize the effi-
cacy of COntext COnditional Adaptation (COCOA) in
encoding both semantic and domain-specific information
to generate features that capture the given context better.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first generative ap-
proach to address the ZSLDG problem setting.

2. Related Work
Our work is situated at the intersection of ZSL and DG,

and we hence review each of these kinds of methods first,
before discussing the very few ZSLDG methods (two to be
precise) that have been developed so far.
Domain Generalization: Deep learning models suffer
from dataset bias which results in poor generalization when
training and testing data come from different domains
[47, 17]. Domain generalization methods aim to alleviate
dataset bias and enable models to generalize to unseen do-
mains at inference. Most such approaches can be broadly
categorized into two groups: (1) Methods that attempt to
develop a domain-agnostic feature representation that is ro-
bust to real-world image variations [32, 54, 21, 15, 25];
and (2) Methods that aim to utilize domain-dependent in-
formation for generalization. The former group includes
traditional approaches to enforce generalization to domains
[32, 54, 21], learning invariance via autoencoders [15] or
using adversarial learning strategies to alleviate discrepan-
cies between sources [25, 26]. Other approaches tackle do-
main shift by introducing specific training policies to sim-
ulate scenarios faced during test time [22] [23, 5] or us-
ing self-supervision [6] based techniques which enable the
model to focus on the content of the image more than the
domain. The common idea behind these approaches is that
they tend to discard domain-specific information for gener-
alization.
In contrast to this, the latter group comprises methods that
aim to develop a domain-dependent representation [43, 44].
These approaches aim to collect independent domain statis-
tics for each domain and interpolating them to infer the
statistics for the domain of test samples at test time [43].
The main idea is to leverage the domain-specific informa-
tion by mapping different domains to different points in-
stead of leveraging the domain agnostic information.
Zero-Shot Learning Most methods that address the zero-
shot learning problem aim to leverage the shared semantic
space between the seen and unseen classes. The seman-
tic representations usually comprise manually annotated at-
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tributes, sentence embeddings, or word-vectors which es-
sentially capture class-level characteristics associated with
the object class. Traditional methods [7] strive to channel
knowledge through the semantic attribute layer to model the
joint and facilitate knowledge transfer from semantic to im-
age space. Other approaches aim to learn a projection func-
tion from visual to semantic space [40, 4, 13], semantic to
visual space [49, 20, 56, 46] or a common intermediate em-
bedding space [48, 57], that can generalize to unseen classes
at test-time.
Furthermore, recent efforts use generative models to ad-
dressing generalization to unseen classes by synthesizing
visual features for unseen classes conditioned on their se-
mantic representations. These methods aim to construct a
generative model that can capture the modes of the data dis-
tribution well and facilitate knowledge transfer between vi-
sual and semantic spaces to ensure better generalization to
unseen classes. To this end, recent approaches aim to gen-
erate discriminative visual features [52, 36, 42, 30, 12, 18,
19], combine strengths of different generative models like
VAE and GAN [53, 33], the model joint likelihood of visual
and semantic features in a generative framework [8, 36] or
use other likelihood-based generative models such as nor-
malizing flows [45] to generate visual features.

Zero-Shot Domain Generalization The problem of gener-
alization to unseen classes in unseen domains i.e ZSLDG
has been recently introduced [28, 27] and has attracted at-
tention due to its usefulness in practical real-world scenar-
ios encountered in computer vision. [28] showed results
for previously proposed DG methods on the new ZSLDG
setting. However, different domains were restricted here to
different rotations of the same objects, which is limiting in
practice. A more recent approach, CuMix [27], proposed a
methodology that mixes up multiple source domains and
categories available during training to simulate semantic
and domain shift at test time. This work also established
a benchmark dataset, DomainNet, for this setting with an
evaluation protocol, which we follow in this work for a fair
comparison. The DomainNet dataset is also a significant
improvement over previous DG datasets, in terms of com-
plexity and variety in domains.

3. COCOA: Proposed Methodology
We begin with a discussion of important considerations

when designing an approach for ZSLDG.

Domain-shift: As discussed earlier, most methods that ad-
dress only DG aim to map training data onto a domain-
invariant manifold to tackle generalization to new domains
[25, 55, 32, 54]. However, in practice, it is difficult to
eliminate domain-specific cues to achieve a perfect domain-
invariant representation. In practice, it is observed that fea-
ture representations that encode both domain-invariant and
domain-specific information achieve improved recognition

performance and generalization to new domains [10, 44].

Semantic-shift: Previous works that aim to learn an em-
bedding function [13, 41, 2, 50, 48, 3, 9] to enable gen-
eralization to unseen classes typically suffer from bias to-
wards training data (seen classes), thereby resulting in poor
generalization to unseen classes. Generative methods al-
leviate this issue by synthesizing unseen class features
[52, 53, 36, 42, 30, 12, 18, 19], thus reducing ZSL to a stan-
dard supervised learning setup. In practice, it is observed
that generative approaches outperform other methods (such
as embedding-based methods) enabling better generaliza-
tion to unseen classes at test time.

Drawing motivation from these observations, we pro-
pose a generative learning-based model to address the prob-
lem of ZSLDG. Since both class-level domain-invariant fea-
tures (common across domains), as well as unique individ-
ual domain-specific characteristics, are important for gen-
eralization to unseen classes in unseen domains [10, 44],
we aim to learn a generative model which can encode both
class-level semantic and domain-specific information in the
generated features.

3.1. Problem Setting and Overall Framework
Our goal is to train a classifier C which can tackle

domain-shift as well as semantic shift simultaneously and
recognize unseen classes in unseen domains at test-time.
Let STr = {(x, y,asy, d)|x ∈ X , y ∈ Ys,asy ∈ A, d ∈ Ds}
denote the training set, where x is a seen class image in the
visual space (X ) with corresponding label y from a set of
seen class labels Ys. asy denotes the class-specific semantic
representation for seen classes. We assume access to do-
main labels d for a set of source domains Ds with cardinal-
ity K. The test-set is denoted by STs = {(x, y,auy , d)|x ∈
X , y ∈ Yu,auy ∈ A, d ∈ Du} where Yu is the set of la-
bels for unseen classes and Du represents the set of un-
seen target domains. Note that standard zero-shot setting
(tackles only semantic-shift) complies with the condition
Ys ∩ Yu ≡ ∅ and Ds ≡ Du. The standard DG setting
(tackles only domain-shift), on the other hand, works under
the condition Ys ≡ Yu and Ds ∩ Du ≡ ∅. In this work,
our goal is to address the challenging ZSLDG setting where
Ys∩Yu ≡ ∅ and Ds∩Du ≡ ∅. We aim to learn a mapping
from X → Yu such that x ∈ X is sampled from a domain
d ∈ Du and has class label y ∈ Yu, given that, the model
is trained using only images from seen classes Ys in seen
domains Ds.

Our overall framework to address ZSLDG is summa-
rized in Figure 2. We employ a three-stage pipeline, where
in the first stage, we train a visual encoder to extract visual
features f that encode discriminative information (described
in Sec 3.2). This information consists of both class-level se-
mantic information (domain-invariant) and domain-specific
characteristics that help improve generalization [10]. Next,
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Figure 2. Overall architecture of our approach. The proposed pipeline consists of three stages: (1) Generalizable Feature Extraction; (2) Generative
Module; and (3) Recognition and Inference. The first stage trains a visual backbone f(.) to extract visual feature f that encodes discriminative class-level
(domain-invariant) and domain-specific information. The second stage learns a generative model G which uses COntext COnditioned Adaptive (COCOA)
batch-normalization layers to fuse and integrate semantic and domain-specific information into the generated features f̂ . Lastly, the third stage generates
visual features for unseen classes across domains and trains a softmax classifier on generated features

we train a generative model to generate features f from
noise with the help of COntext COnditional Adaptation
(COCOA) (described in Sec 3.3). This enables our model to
capture both class-level and domain-specific information in
generated features f̂ and generate features relevant for the
task. In the third stage, we use our trained generative model
to generate features for unseen classes across domains and
train a classifier that can handle domain shift as well as se-
mantic shift simultaneously at test-time (described in Sec
3.4).

3.2. Generalizable Feature Extraction
Here, we describe the first stage in our proposed pipeline.

Since the semantic representations of both seen and unseen
class labels lie in the same space, capturing class-level se-
mantic (domain-invariant) information in visual features be-
comes important for generalization to unseen classes. In
addition to domain-invariant attributes, domain-specific in-
formation is also important for generalization to new do-
mains [10]. To this end, we extract visual features f that
encode discriminative class-level cues by training a visual
encoder f(.), which is then used to train a semantic projec-
tor p(.). Both these modules are trained with images from
all source domains available. The visual encoder and the se-
mantic projector are trained to minimize the following loss:

LAGG = E(x,y)∼STr

[
LCE(a

T p(f(x)), y)
]

(1)

where LCE is standard cross-entropy loss and a =
[as1, ...,a

s
|Ys|]. To further improve the visual features and

enhance their generalizability, we also propose to use a reg-
ularization block resulting in an added regularizer loss term
R(f). The regularizer block primarily uses rotation predic-
tion (viz. providing a rotated image as input, and predicting
rotation angle), although we attempt other strategies such as
CuMix [27] or domain classification in our experiments in
Sec 4. The overall loss function to train the visual encoder

hence becomes:
LR = LAGG +R(f) (2)

where R(f) denotes the regularization loss term.
3.3. Generative Module
We now describe the next step in our pipeline i.e learning
the generative network. To this end, we learn a generative
model which comprises of a generator G : Z×A×D → F
and a projection discriminator [31] (which uses a projec-
tion layer to incorporate conditional information into the
discriminator) D : F × A × D → R as shown in Figure
2. We represent this discriminator as D = Dl ◦ Df (◦ de-
notes composition) where Df is discriminator’s last feature
layer and Dl is the final linear layer. Both the generator and
the projection discriminator are conditioned through a Con-
text Conditional Adaptive (COCOA) Batch-Normalization
module, which provides class-specific and domain-specific
modulation at various stages during the generation process.
Modulating the feature information by such semantic and
domain-specific embeddings helps to integrate respective
information into the features, thereby enabling better gen-
eralization. We use the available (seen) semantic attributes
asy that capture class-level characteristics, for encoding se-
mantic information. However, such a representation that
encodes domain information is not present for individual
source domains. We hence define learnable (randomly ini-
tialized and optimized during training) domain embedding
matrices Egen = {egen1 , egen2 , egen3 ..., .egenK } and Edisc =
{edisc1 , edisc2 , edisc3 ....ediscK } for the generator and the dis-
criminator respectively.

The generator G takes in noise z ∈ Z and a context
vector c, and outputs visual features f̂ ∈ F . The con-
text vector c, which is the concatenation of class-level se-
mantic attribute asy and domain-specific embedding egeni ,
is provided as input to a BatchNorm estimator network
Bl

gen : A×D → R2×h (h is the dimension of layer l acti-
vation vectors) which outputs batchnorm paramaters, γl

gen
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and βl
gen for the l-th layer. Similarly, the discriminator’s

feature extractor Df (.) has a separate BatchNorm estimator
network Bl

disc : D → R2×h to enable domain-specific con-
text modulation of its batchnorm parameters, γl

disc, β
l
disc as

shown in Figure 2.
Formally, let f lgen and f ldisc denote feature activations be-

longing to domain d and semantic attribute asy , at l-th layer
of generator G and discriminator D respectively. We mod-
ulate f lgen and f ldisc individually using Context Conditional
Adaptive Batch-Normalization as follows:

γl
gen, β

l
gen ← Bl

gen(c) where c = [as
y, e

gen
d ]

f l+1
gen ← γl

gen ·
f lgen − µl

gen√
(σl

gen)2 + ϵ
+ βl

gen

γl
disc, β

l
disc ← Bl

disc(e
disc
d )

f l+1
disc ← γl

disc ·
f ldisc − µl

disc√
(σl

disc)
2 + ϵ

+ βl
disc

(3)

Here, (µl
gen, (σ

l
gen)

2) and (µl
disc, (σ

l
disc)

2) are the mean
and variance of activations of the mini-batch (also used to
update running statistics) containing f lgen and f ldisc respec-
tively. c denotes the context vector composed of semantic
and domain embeddings and [·, ·] denotes the concatenation.

Finally, the generator and discriminator are trained to op-
timize the adversarial loss given by:

LD = E(x,as
y,d)∼STr

[
max(0, 1−D(f(x),as

y, e
disc
d ))

]
+ Ey∼Ys,d∼Ds,z∼Z

[
max(0, 1 +D(f̂ ,as

y, e
disc
d ))

] (4)

LG = Ey∼Ys,d∼Ds,z∼Z [−D(f̂ ,as
y, e

disc
d )

+ λG · LCE(a
T p(f̂), y)]

(5)

where D(f ,a, e) = aTDf (f , e) +Dl(Df (f , e)) is the pro-
jection term , f̂ = G(z, c) denotes generated feature. The
second term, LCE(a

T p(f̂), y) in LG ensures that the gener-
ated features have discriminative properties (λG is a hyper-
parameter). p(.) is the semantic projector that was trained
in the previous stage.

3.4. Recognition and Inference
In this section, we describe the training procedure of

the classifier C and the inference mechanism for our pro-
posed model. Given a generative network G trained on
the training set STr as described in Sec 3.3, we freeze
the parameters of the generator and aim to synthesize vi-
sual features for unseen classes in different domains. To
this end, we concatenate the domain embeddings egeni , (i ∈
Ds) of the source domains from matrix Egen (learned end-
to-end with the generative model) and the semantic at-
tributes/representations of unseen classes auy to get the con-
text vector c, which in turn is input to the trained batchnorm
predictor network Bl

gen. The output batchnorm parameters

(γl
gen, β

l
gen) are used in the batchnorm layers of the pre-

trained generator to generate features f̂ . This enables us
to generate features that are consistent with unseen class
semantics and also encode domain information from indi-
vidual source domains in the training set. After obtaining
batch-norm parameters, the new set of unseen class features
are generated as follows:

f̂n = G(zn, c)
where c = [au

yn , e
gen
n ], zn ∼ Z, yn ∼ Yu, egen

n ∼ Egen
(6)

To improve generalization to new domains at test-time
and make the classifier domain-agnostic, we synthesize em-
beddings of newer domains by interpolating the learned em-
beddings of the source domains via a mix-up operation.

Egeninterp = λ ·egen
i +(1−λ) ·egen

j where i, j ∼ Ds, λ ∼ U [0, 1]
(7)

where egeni and egenj refer to the domain embeddings of
i-th and j-th source domains. The unseen class features
generated using interpolated domain embeddings Fu

int =

{(f̂nint, yn)}Nn=1 are generated as follows:

f̂nint = G(zn, cinterp.) where cinterp. = [au
yn , e

gen
interp.],

zn ∼ Z, yn ∼ Yu, egen
interp. ∼ E

gen
interp

(8)

Next, we train a MLP softmax classifier, C(.) on the gen-
erated multi-domain unseen class features dataset Fu

int by
minimizing:

LCLS = E(f̂int,y)∼Fu
int

[LCE(C(f̂int), y)] (9)

Classifying image at test time. At test-time, given a
test image xtest, we first pass it through the visual en-
coder f(.) to get the discriminative feature representation
ftest = f(x). Next we pass this feature representation to
the classifier to get the final prediction.

ŷ = arg max
y∈Yu

C(ftest)[y] (10)

4. Experiments and Results
In this section, we describe the experimental setup and

validate the performance of our proposed methodology with
previously proposed baselines and models addressing the
problem of ZSLDG.

Datasets: We evaluate our method with all baselines on the
DomainNet and DomainNet-LS benchmark datasets, de-
scribed briefly below. In the Appendix, we provide descrip-
tion and first results on a newer dataset - CUB-Corruptions

DomainNet: Recently, [27] proposed DomainNet dataset
as a benchmark for the ZSLDG problem setting. Domain-
Net is a diverse large-scale coarse-grained dataset and cur-
rently the established benchmark for the ZSLDG problem
setting [27]. Originally proposed for domain adaptation
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[37], DomainNet is a dataset with 0.6 million images be-
longing to 345 different categories divided into 6 differ-
ent domains i.e painting, real, clipart, infograph, quick-
draw and sketch. The infograph and quickdraw domains
are considered harder to generalize to, since they involve
the most evident domain-shift at test time. We follow the
seen-unseen class training-testing splits and protocol as es-
tablished in [27] where we train on 5 domains and test on
the left-out domain. We consider each domain as target do-
main individually through a separate experiment and report
average unseen classification accuracy over all such exper-
iments. Also, following [27], we use word2vec representa-
tions [29] as the semantic representations for class labels.
DomainNet-LS: This benchmark, also established in [27],
refers to the setting where source domains are limited to
only real and painting domains. Compared to DomainNet,
this is a more challenging setting since the model may over-
fit to the fewer source domains [25], thus making it difficult
to learn generalizable domain-invariant features.
Baselines. For a comprehensive evaluation, we compare
our approach with the following set of baselines which in-
clude simpler baselines derived from standard ZSL/DG lit-
erature (following recent work in ZSLDG [27]) as well as
the recent ZSLDG methods.
• Simpler baselines include ZSL methods like SPNet [51],

DeViSE [13], ALE [1] and their coupling with well-known
DG methods (DANN [14], EpiFCR [24]) (as in [27]).

• State-of-the-art ZSLDG method, CuMix [27] as well as
its variants: (1) Mixup-img-only where mixup is done
only at image level without curriculum; (2) Mixup-two-
level where mixup is applied at both feature and image
level without curriculum; (3) CuMix-reverse where the
curriculum strategy is applied but the order of semantic
and domain mixing is switched.

• Feature generation baselines which include f-clsWGAN
[52] (standard ZSL only approach) and its combina-
tion with visual backbone trained using AGG (Equa-
tion 1) objective (called AGG + f-clsWGAN), as well
as CuMix [27] methodology (CuMix + f-clsWGAN) and
self-supervised rotation [16] feature extraction method
(ROT + f-clsWGAN).

Note that our proposed approach can be seamlessly inte-
grated into other generative ZSL frameworks, which we
leave for future work.
Implementation Details Due to space constraints, we de-
scribe the implementation details and hyperparameter set-
tings for our method in the Appendix.
Results on DomainNet Benchmark. Table 1 shows the
performance comparison of our method with the aforemen-
tioned baselines. We observe that a simple classification-
based feature extraction (using only LAGG) without any reg-
ularization when coupled with our generative module i.e

COCOAAGG is able to outperform the current state-of-the-
art, CuMix [27]. In addition, when we use rotation pre-
diction as a a regularizing auxiliary task [16] (referred as
COCOAROT ), we observe that it achieves the best perfor-
mance on all domains individually as well as on average
(with significant improvement especially on hard domains
like quickdraw where there is large domain shift encoun-
tered at test-time), thus outperforming [27] by a margin of
about 2% average across domains (which corresponds to
a ∼9% relative increase). We believe this is because the
auxiliary task enables better representation learning. More
analysis with other regularizers is shown later in the paper.

Utilizing generative ZSL baselines as it is provides sub-
optimal generalization performance for the harder ZSLDG
problem setting. Also, we observe that combining such
generative ZSL frameworks (which generate features with
only class level semantics) with different visual backbones
including CuMix results in inferior average performance
when compared with our approach.

Results on DomainNet-LS Benchmark. Table 2 shows the
individual domain and average performance of our method
and baselines on this limited-source setting. We observe
that even in this challenging setting, our method outperform
[27] by a margin of ∼ 0.5% average across all domains (cor-
responds to ∼ 3% relative improvement).

Evaluation on Corrupted-CUB benchmark, Standard
DG and ZSL settings: Owing to space constraints, we
report the results of our method on Corrupted-CUB (a
newly introduced dataset for ZSLDG), standard ZSL and
DG benchmarks in the Appendix.

Component-wise Ablation Study. Table 3 shows the
component-wise performance for our method. We use the
DomainNet dataset [27] and rotation-based self-supervision
regularization for this study.

• S1 corresponds to the performance of the feature extrac-
tor f(.) trained using using rotation prediction as a regu-
larizer (without generative stage 2).

• S2 corresponds to the performance achieved by learning
a generator G without using domain embeddings as an in-
put. Specifically, this implies that the BatchNorm estima-
tor networks Bl

gen is given only the class-level semantic
attribute as input i.e context vector c = asy .

• S3 denotes the use of S2, with domain embeddings as an
additional input in the context vector provided to Bl

gen

i.e c = [asy, e
gen
d ]. Note that both S2 and S3 follow the

inference mechanism described in Sec 3.4 using domain
embeddings Egen, without the use of interpolated domain
embeddings Egen

interp (Eqn 6)

• Lastly, S4 denotes our complete model, where we train
the final classifier also on features generated by using in-
terpolated domain embeddings Egen

interp ((Eqn 8).
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Method Target Domain
DG ZSL clipart infograph painting quickdraw sketch Avg.

-
DEVISE [13] 20.1 11.7 17.6 6.1 16.7 14.4

ALE [1] 22.7 12.7 20.2 6.8 18.5 16.2
SPNet [51] 26.0 16.9 23.8 8.2 21.8 19.4

DANN [14]
DEVISE [13] 20.5 10.4 16.4 7.1 15.1 13.9

ALE [1] 21.2 12.5 19.7 7.4 17.9 15.7
SPNet [51] 25.9 15.8 24.1 8.4 21.3 19.1

EpiFCR [24]
DEVISE [13] 21.6 13.9 19.3 7.3 17.2 15.9

ALE [1] 23.2 14.1 21.4 7.8 20.9 17.5
SPNet [51] 26.4 16.7 24.6 9.2 23.2 20.0

Mixup-img-only 25.2 16.3 24.4 8.7 21.7 19.2
Mixup-two-level 26.6 17 25.3 8.8 21.9 19.9

CuMix[27] 27.6 17.8 25.5 9.9 22.6 20.7

f-clsWGAN [52] 20.0 13.3 20.5 6.6 14.9 15.1
AGG + f-clsWGAN 27.4 17.0 25.9 11.0 23.8 21.0

CuMix + f-clsWGAN 27.3 17.9 26.5 11.2 24.8 21.5
ROT + f-clsWGAN 27.5 17.4 26.4 11.4 24.6 21.4

COCOAAGG 27.6 17.1 25.7 11.8 23.7 21.2
COCOAROT 28.9 18.2 27.1 13.1 25.7 22.6

Table 1. Performance comparison with established baselines and state-of-art methods for ZSLDG problem setting scenario on benchmark DomainNet
dataset. We report performance on individual domains as well as average performance. For fair comparison, all reported results follow the backbones,
protocol and splits as established in [27]. Best results are highlighted in bold and second best results are underlined

Method Clipart Infograph Quickdraw Sketch Avg

SPNet 21.5 14.1 4.8 17.3 14.4
Epi-FCR + SPNet 22.5 14.9 5.6 18.7 15.4

MixUp img only 21.2 14.0 4.8 17.3 14.3
MixUp two-level 22.7 16.5 4.9 19.1 15.8
CuMix reverse 22.9 15.8 4.8 18.2 15.4

CuMix 23.7 17.1 5.5 19.7 16.5

COCOAAGG 23.8 15.6 6.7 20.1 16.55
COCOAROT 23.82 15.9 7.3 20.75 16.94

Table 2. ZSLDG performance comparison with state-of-art methods on
DomainNet-LS setting. For fair comparison, all reported results follow the
protocol and splits as established in [27]. Best results are highlighted in
bold and second best results are underlined.

From Table 3, we infer that learning a generative network
and training final classifier C(.) on synthesized unseen class
features (i.e. S2) brings significant improvement in the av-
erage performance when compared with standalone feature
extractor-based pipeline S1. Also, we observe that modu-
lating the intermediate features in the generative network
with batchnorm parameters conditioned on both domain
and semantic embeddings (i.e S3) improves performance
on all domains individually as well as enhances average per-
formance when compared with only semantic embeddings-
based context in S2. This corroborates our hypothesis that
conditioning on both domain and semantic embeddings en-
ables the classifier to discriminate between the distribution
of features f better by encoding both domain-specific and
class-level information in generated features f̂ (we discuss
this further via feature visualization as well). Furthermore,
interpolating source domain embeddings to get new domain
representations and training the final classifier using fea-
tures generated by these interpolated domain embeddings

Variant Clipart Infograph Painting Quickdraw Sketch Avg

S1 27.5 17.8 25.4 9.5 7 22.5 20.54
S2 27.6 7 17.36 27.08 11.57 24.97 21.716
S3 28.5 17.6 26.8 12.7 25.48 22.2
S4 28.9 18.2 27.1 13.1 25.7 22.6

Table 3. Ablation study for different components of our framework on
DomainNet dataset

Fusion Input BN Clipart Infograph Painting Quickdraw Sketch Avg

F1 [z,ay, e
gen] - 27.75 14.77 23.93 10.79 25.31 20.51

F2 z+ [ay, e
gen] - 28.23 14.99 24.34 10.0 23.47 20.2

F3 z+ ay - 24.87 16.09 23.52 11.85 22.89 19.84
F4 [z,ay] egen 26.56 16.9 24.89 13.0 24.9 21.25
F5 z+ ay egen 27.74 16.19 26.38 11.04 24.13 21.1

F6 z [ay, e
gen] 28.9 18.2 27.1 13.1 25.7 22.6

Table 4. Performance comparison to analyse different potential ways to
fuse and encode class-level semantic and domain-specific information in
generated features f̂ while training the generative network G. Symbols
z,ay , egen represents noise, attribute and domain embedding respec-
tively.

S4 further improves performance by alleviating the bias to-
wards source domains and enhancing the generalization ca-
pabilities of the model.

Fusion Techniques. In this subsection, we validate our
choice of using batchnorm-based fusion of domain-specific
and class-level semantic information. Specifically, we com-
pare the model performance for different choices of poten-
tial ways that could be used to encode this information in the
generated features. We show this analysis in Table 4. The
input layer column corresponds to the vector input to the
generative model and the BN layer corresponds to the em-
beddings that are input to the BatchNorm estimator network
Bl

gen. Furthermore, [.] denotes the concatenation of vectors
and ′+′ denotes the addition operation between vectors.
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We observe that simply concatenating the domain and
semantic embeddings together with noise and providing it
as input directly to the generative model (instead of condi-
tional batchnorm) i.e F1 leads to lower performance than
the proposed COCOA approach F6. Also, concatenating
only semantic embeddings with noise in the input layer and
having batchnorm parameters conditioned solely on domain
embeddings i.e F4 also exhibits lower average performance
when compared with F6. We observe that using ′+′ op-
erator deteriorates performance when compared with the
concatenation-based counterpart for all cases. Overall, we
achieve the best performance with the proposed method.

Visualization of Generated Features. We now present the
visualization of features generated by our trained generative
model. We sample semantic attributes auy for randomly se-
lected unseen classes and use domain embeddings (learned
end-to-end) of the five source domains (Real, Infograph,
Quickdraw, Clipart, Sketch) used during training. We in-
dividually visualize the features generated of each unseen
class using only semantic embeddings/context i.e c = auy
(Fig 3, Row 1) and concatenation of both semantic and do-
main embeddings/context i.e c = [auy , e

gen
d ] (Fig 3, Row 2)

when estimating the batchnorm parameters of the genera-
tor. We notice that conditioning the batchnorm parameters
only on semantic context (Fig 3, Row 1) collapses the gen-
erated features of different domains to the same point in
the cluster and suffers from mode dropping as observed in
[30]. This occurs since the model is unable to explain the
variance in features due to domain-specific information. On
the other hand, when both semantic and domain context are
used (Fig 3, Row 2), the model better captures the modes of
the original data distribution. It can be seen that the model
can better retain domain-specific variance (associated with
the five source domains) within a specific class cluster when
both semantic and domain embeddings are both used. More
such results are shown in the Appendix.
Analysis of Regularizers. As in Sec 3.2, our model is
trained with a regularizer block using an additional loss
term R(f), which helps our model to generalize well, as
well as regulate the presence of semantic and domain in-
formation in visual features. We now analyze the choice
of rotation prediction as a regularizer, and study other reg-

Figure 3. Individual t-SNE visualization of synthesized image features
by COCOA for randomly selected unseen classes (Giraffe, Watermelon,
Helicopter, Rainbow, Skyscaper) using only semantic context (Row 1) and
both domain-semantic context (Row 2) (Best viewed in color, zoomed in).

Variant Clipart Infograph Painting Quickdraw Sketch Avg

COCOADOM(α)

α = 0 27.6 17.1 25.7 11.8 23.7 21.2
α = 0.01 28.14 16.1 27.19 10.55 23.8 21.1
α = 0.05 26.26 16.7 26.88 11.2 23.6 20.9
α = 0.1 26.48 15.5 26.9 11.21 23.7 20.7

COCOACuMix 27.7 17.5 27.8 12.6 25.6 22.2
COCOAROT 28.9 18.2 27.1 13.1 25.7 22.6

Table 5. Analysis on the choice of Regularizer R(f). Note that
COCOADOM(α) with α = 0 is same as COCOAAGG

ularizers for their relevance to this setting, in particular:
(1) CuMix [27] that provides feature regularization and has
been studied for the ZSLDG setting; we refer to this vari-
ant as COCOACuMix; and (2) A domain classification reg-
ularization to understand whether regulating the amount of
domain-specific information also brings any improvement.
We refer to this variant as COCOADOM(α) and the objec-
tive is given by:

LDOM(α) = LAGG + α · E(x,y,d)∼STr [LCE(g(f(x)), d)]
(11)

where g(.) is a domain classifier (implemented as single
linear layer). By varying the hyperparameter α, we can
regulate the amount of domain-information in features f .
From Table 5, we notice that when CuMix-based regular-
ization is used, features generated using i.e COCOACuMix

leads to improvement in the average performance relative
to COCOAAGG. We also observe that adding domain clas-
sification as an auxiliary prediction task does not bring en-
hancement in the performance (as α is varied from 0 to 0.1).
We hypothesize that while domain information is relevant
for better generalization, more such information can cause
features to lose their class-discriminative capability. Further
analyzing better regularizers to learn better base features is
a potential direction for future work.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we propose a unified generative frame-

work for the ZSLDG problem setting that uses an el-
egant approach to encode class-level (domain-invariant)
and domain-specific information. Our approach uses con-
text conditional batch-normalization to integrate class-
level semantic and domain-specific information into gener-
ated visual features, thereby enabling better generalization.
We conduct extensive experiments on benchmark ZSLDG
datasets and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. Furthermore, we show extensive analysis to vali-
date our choice of using conditional batch-normalization to
fuse semantic and domain-dependent characteristics. Our
future work will include the development of better methods
to effectively fuse and regulate the presence of semantic and
context information to further improve generalization per-
formance for unseen classes in unseen domains.
Acknowledgement: This work has been partly supported
by the funding received from DST through the IMPRINT
program (IMP/2019/000250)
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